
Warning icon assignment, Make 1 and 2 

Due Tuesday 4/16/24, Wednesday 4/17/24 

 

We've all seen warning icons like the classic "slippery floor" icon: 

 

    
 

Today we're making a class book with a warning icon for every letter of the alphabet. Your job is 

to do the following: 

 

1) Get a letter from Mr. Hays. Only one person will do each letter. 

 

2) Decide on a danger to warn people about that starts with that letter. Keep it school 

appropriate, please.  

 

3) Open the warning icon starter file, and do a Save As… (under the File menu). Name your file 

the type of warning icon you are doing followed by your name. For example, if I was going to 

make an icon to warn people about avalanches, I would name my Inkscape file "Avalanches Mr. 

Hays.svg". 

 

4) Inside the Inkscape file, in the space provided, make a warning icon, all in black. Your icon 

must fit inside of the given triangle shape and be all black. There must be a human in the 

diagram, and it must be made using the human figure I gave you (you are able to tilt, slant, adapt 

the figure as necessary). See further notes about the human shape below. 

 

5) Under the triangle say what the warning is by replacing the text I have given you. Keep it to 

one line. 

 

Replace the text in the starter document "your name" with your actual name.  

 

6) If you still have anything extra on the page, remove it. You should have your name up top left, 

the big yellow triangle with your warning art on it (warning art 100% black) and the text 

underneath the triangle. Nothing else should be on the page. Save. 

 

Continued on next page 

  



7) Take a screen shot of the warning icon and the text below it (not your name). (To take a 

screen shot, type Shift-Windows key-S.) Open the attached Google Slide Deck for our class, go 

to the page for your letter, and paste your icon onto that page. Center your icon. That's it! 

 

 
 

 

7) Close your Inkscape file, turn it in on the Google Classroom. The slide deck is visible to 

everyone immediately. Enjoy looking at all the other icons that people made. It should be a fun 

read. 

 

Note: If you have the letter A, you cannot do atomic blasts as your warning. 

 

See next page for notes about the human form.  



Human form notes 

 

I gave you the following in the document (in black). I have it shown 

here in green so you can see the edges. It is a human form made up of 7 

parts shown pulled apart here to the right. 

 

  
 

The idea behind the separate parts is that you can and will adjust the human form by tilting 

and/or adjusting the parts. For example, here is the form adjusted to be running: 

 

To make it seem like it was in motion I tilted the body and the bar along the top, then I shortened 

and duplicated the arm pieces so that they were made of two pieces each), finally I did that with 

the legs.  

  

Your final human should be all black. Three ones here are shown 

in green with the lines showing so you could see how they were 

put together. Do not join or group the parts (or if you do while 

you are making your warning 

icon, ungroup them before 

turning the assignment in.) Part 

of the assignment is that you are 

creating your own human, not 

doing a Trace>Bitmap of a 

human image you found on the 

Internet.  


